Why Half Full Is Not Enough PAGE 1072
Haploinsufficiency of genes encoding transcription factors can cause disease, but how? Theodoris et al. utilize endothelial cells derived from human iPSCs to show that heterozygous mutations in NOTCH1 that cause cardiac defects disrupt the transcriptional and epigenetic response to shear stress, resulting in derepression of latent inflammatory gene networks. Computational predictions of the disrupted NOTCH1-dependent network reveal regulatory nodes for potential therapeutic intervention.
A Fine RNA Balance for Neuronal Health PAGE 1087 Pumilio1 is an RNA-binding protein that binds Ataxin1 mRNA and regulates its stability. Gennarino et al. report how haploinsufficiency of Pumilio1 results in an increase in endogenous Ataxin1 levels, leading to progressive motor dysfunction and degeneration of Purkinje cells, features typical of spinocerebellar ataxia type 1. These findings suggest that either haploinsufficiency of PUMILIO1 or duplication of ATAXIN1 could contribute to neurodegeneration in humans.
Virus Kills Two Birds with One miRNA PAGE 1099
To replicate, hepatitis C virus (HCV) must bind the liver-specific tumor suppressor miRNA, miR-122. Luna et al. use sequencing and mathematical approaches to demonstrate that this interaction has a sponging effect that de-represses the liver mRNA targets of miR-122. Thus, in leveraging this miRNA as a replication factor, HCV simultaneously not only promotes its own propagation but also generates the necessary landscape to drive liver cancer.
Angling for the Right Signal PAGE 1196
Most cell-surface receptors for cytokines and growth factors signal as dimers. Moraga et al. find that synthetic ligands called diabodies can be used to reorient the geometry of receptor dimerization, thereby modulating the amplitude and nature of signal activation. Tuning receptor topology allows production of specific signal outputs, including correction of pathologic signals caused by oncogenic mutation of surface receptors.
How Rice Moved North PAGE 1209
Human selection has expanded the rice growth zone to regions with lower average temperature. Ma et al. identify that a single nucleotide polymorphism in the quantitative trait locus COLD1 underlies the adaptation to cold environment in japonica rice.
This Message Will Self-Destruct PAGE 1111
Codons within an mRNA not only dictate the sequence of the encoded protein but also convey information linked to the protein's expression level. Presnyak et al. now find that codon usage determines mRNA stability and impacts ribosome elongation rate. Proteins with related functions show similar patterns in codon content, demonstrating a new mechanism for coordinating functional gene expression through mRNA stability.
circRNAs in EMT PAGE 1125
Conn et al. show that the abundances of numerous circular RNAs (circRNA) are regulated during epithelial to mesenchymal transition, arguing for the functional involvement of circRNA in this process. A key regulatory protein for circRNA biogenesis in this context turns out to be the RNA binding protein Quaking that binds to intronic sites flanking circle-forming exons; indeed, insertion of Quaking binding sites is sufficient for circRNA generation.
How Nucleosomes Unwind PAGE 1135
Dynamic exposure of nucleosomal DNA plays key roles in many nuclear processes. Using single-molecule fluorescenceforce spectroscopy, Ngo et al. address the relationship between DNA sequence and local nucleosome dynamics, showing that a nucleosome unravels asymmetrically under tension and that the direction of unwrapping is controlled by DNA flexibility.
Movement without Motors PAGE 1159
Mechanical forces driving cytoskeleton restructuring are attributed to the actions of molecular motors and the dynamics of cytoskeletal filaments, which consume chemical energy. Lansky et al. discover that mechanical force, comparable in magnitude to the force induced by microtubule motors, can be generated by passive diffusion of microtubule crosslinking proteins confined spaces. As confinement of diffusible crosslinkers is ubiquitous in cells, this mechanism is likely to be involved in many cellular processes.
Feeding Circuit for More Than Food? PAGE 1222 Activation of Agrp neurons in the hypothalamus increases appetite and feeding behavior if food is available. Dietrich et al. now find that, when food is not available, the activation of these neurons initiates compulsive behaviors such as foraging and marble burying. These observations unmask the relevance of primitive brain regions previously associated with energy homeostasis for complex behaviors beyond eating.
